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since fitbit is releasing these new fitness-focused devices, it's worth noting
that its rewards program is expanding beyond its $10 cash bonuses and now

includes mileageplus, which gives you free flight or bus rides, hotel nights and
more. you can use this feature if you have the fitbit app for android available

to your android phone. you can also use google assistant on the google
assistant app or on your android phone if you have the google app installed.
when you have updated your firmware on your fitbit device and set it up for

google, you can activate google assistant in the fitbit app. if you are a current
sense or versa 3 user, first make sure your firmware has been updated to the
latest version. then go navigate to your device in the fitbit mobile app and tap

the voice assistant tile. if you are in a country where google assistant is
currently available but you are still not seeing it as a voice assistant option,
make sure you have updated your fitbit device to the latest firmware. please

see this help article for more information on how to update your fitbit device. if
you find that the side button is unresponsive and a physical force is required

to activate it, you may need tounclip the fitbit from your wrist, wait a few
seconds, and re-clip it. alternatively, you can purchase anodized aluminum

fitbit bands, available on amazon, with a harder to scratch underside to help
protect the finish. if your fitbit takes a long time to turn off, follow the same

instructions to try and force it to turn off, if necessary. if it refuses to shut off,
leave it on while sleeping. some users found it shuts off when the fitbit is on

their wrist, but not when it's clipped to their clothing. in these cases, it's
possible to turn on the fitbit via the side button even if it's not actively tracking

steps or tracking sleep.
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skipping workouts can lead to overtraining and injury, but because the versa's
heart rate monitor tracks your heart rate without using a chest strap, it can

help you get back into a workout after a layoff. the versa also includes a
24-hour activity and sleep score, and it can sync with an iphone, allowing you
to see your sleep patterns as well. the versa uses the proprietary fitbit app to

show you your daily and weekly activity and sleep scores. the versa also
includes a barometric altimeter for tracking your runs. it's available for pre-
order now, and will be available in the u.s. on may 29, and internationally on

june 12. fitbit is also working on a sports-focused smartwatch that will
compete with the apple watch and the samsung gear s3. this upcoming

smartwatch will include a barometric altimeter for tracking your runs, a heart
rate monitor that's designed to work with a chest strap, gps, and a swim-proof
design. the company didn't reveal pricing or availability, but it said it will go on

sale sometime in 2017. last, but not least, fitbit has announced that it's
working on a smartwatch with samsung. this could be a smartwatch with

samsung's own processor, and features that are identical to the galaxy watch,
or it could be a "dumb" watch with samsung's design, but with the

functionality of a smartwatch. when your fitbit is in water lock mode, you'll be
able to access it by pressing the side button. just keep in mind that you'll have

to use the side button for a quick response (i.e. to track your steps). when
you're done, simply press the side button once to exit. 5ec8ef588b
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